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As a result of a production error, the version of Table 1 originally published in this article online and in print contained several
incorrect labels. For each of experiments 1–3, the originally published table erroneously included two rows labeled ‘‘Threat level:
overall,’’ the second of which should have read ‘‘Threat level 3 task: overall.’’ These erroneous labels have now been corrected
in the article online. The journal and the authors apologize for any confusion resulting from these errors.*Correspondence: dominik.bach@uzh.ch
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Due to an oversight during the proofing stage, the version of this article originally published online contained an erroneous
Figure 1 title, ‘‘Skin Wound Healing Is Accelerated with Chemerin Treatment through Direct and Indirect Mechanisms.’’ The title
should have read ‘‘Skin Wound Healing Is Accelerated with C15 Treatment through Direct and Indirect Mechanisms.’’ This error
has now been corrected in both the print and online versions of the article. The journal apologizes for any confusion this error
may have caused.*Correspondence: jenna.cash@bristol.ac.uk (J.L.C.), paul.martin@bristol.ac.uk (P.M.)
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